DIY REPAIR ONLINE GUIDES

www.ifixit.com
Comprehensive online community with repair guides, tools, and parts.

www.partselect.com
Replacement parts and repair guides for appliances, lawn equipment, & electronics.

www.appliancerepair.net
Manuals for repairing most appliances.

www.bicycletutor.com/guide
How-to guides for bicycle repairs.

www.repairsuniverse.com
Repair guides and replacement parts for mobile devices.

www.gearaid.com/blogs/learn
Repair and maintenance products and instructions for outdoor gear.

www.acmehowto.com
How-to guides for household repairs and home improvement.

www.water-heater-repair-guide.com
Guide for identifying and diagnosing issues with water heaters.

www.fixitclub.com
Online guides for repair projects of all kinds.

www.repairclinic.com
Parts and guides for repairing household items.

www.ifrsfreeewing.com
Free patterns and tutorials for sewing projects and common alterations.

Learn more about the WasteNot Project
at www.wastenotproject.org
Working to reduce waste and increase recycling in the Flathead since 1993

Fix-It Flathead is an offshoot of the WasteNot Project. Often it is easier to throw an item away than to find someone who can fix it. We aim to change that.

Why Repair?

Repair Is Better Than Recycling
Making things last longer is both more efficient and more cost effective than mining them for raw materials.

Repair Saves You Money
Fixing things is usually cheaper than replacing them. Doing the repair yourself saves even more money.

Repair Teaches Engineering
The best way to find out how something works is to take it apart.

If You Can’t Fix It, You Don’t Own It
Repair connects people with their stuff, creating bonds that transcend consumption.

Repair is Sustainable
It keeps your stuff in use, out of the landfill.

Do you know anyone you think should be mentioned in this guide? Send us your favorite repair shops. Has someone on this list gone out of business? Let us know.